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Installation Instructions 

 
WARNING: This sight set contains a small quantity (54 millicuries or 
less) of radioactive tritium in gaseous form. No attempt must be made 
to disassemble the sights. If a sight is defective, please contact the 
distributor shown on the reverse side of this page for instructions – or, 
if outside the US, please contact your local distributor. 
 
WARNING: Before starting, make sure the weapon is unloaded. 
 
NOTE: BEFORE CONTINUING, READ WARRANTY AND RECORD 
LOT NUMBER (2 letters, normally found on the bottom surface of 
the rear sight).  
 
NOTE: The sketch below is intended to present a visual 
representation of the orientation of the weapon and its sights. 

 

 ML-20996 Sights - Installation 

 
CAUTION:  These sights contain small glass ampules (the tritium 
light inserts), and should not be subjected to severe direct 
impact. To avoid damage, install the sights using a sight pusher 
designed to push on the area of the sight's base or dovetail, and not 
high up where the light inserts are housed. Use of a drift punch or 
other improper tools that damage the sights will void the warranty. 

 
 
Front Sight Installation  

 
Use a drift punch to depress the plunger and, while holding it in the 
depressed position, insert the new ML-20996 front sight, pushing it 
towards the rear of the weapon and down into the retaining slot. 
Release the plunger and the sight is held firmly in place. 
 
 

 

 

 Rear Sight Installation  
 
Assemble the elevation screw to the new ML-20996 rear sight 
mechanism, place the two springs in position and insert the pivot pin 
to attach the sight. Screw in the elevation screw until it has firmly 
engaged the weapon. The new ML-20996 rear sight is now installed 
and ready for adjustment in accordance with the standard sighting-in 
procedures. 

 

Front Sight Removal  
The front sight is held in place by means of a spring and plunger which 
keeps pressure against the sight in its retaining slot. To remove the 
sight, use a drift punch to depress the plunger and, while holding it in 
the depressed position, push the front sight towards the rear of the 
weapon and lift it out of the retaining slot. Make sure that the plunger 
and its spring don’t fall out since they are necessary for assembly of 
the new front sight. 
 

Rear Sight Removal 
Unscrew the elevation screw sufficiently to release it from the weapon. 
Remove the rear sight pivot pin from either side of the weapon, and 
save the pin and the two springs which are held underneath the 
mechanism. Remove the elevation screw from the mechanism and 
save it for assembly of the new sight. 
 
NOTE: Do not use a drift punch to remove tritium sights being 
returned for evaluation under warranty. Damage caused by a drift 
punch may void the warranty 
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For inquiries, please contact: 
 
USA 
e-mail: sales@meprolight.us  
e-mail: support@meprolight.us 
www.meprolight.us 
 
International (Except The USA)    
e-mail: sales@meprolight.com  
e-mail: support@meprolight.com 
 www.meprolight.com 
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